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difference for the two data samples. Figure 1 shows the
comparison of the background subtracted invariant mass
distributions for !0 ! "", # ! !0!0!0 ! 6", and #0 !
!0!0# ! 6". Indeed, a difference in the line shapes is not
observed. However, when comparing the ! ! !0" invari-
ant mass distributions, we find a significant change in the
line shapes. The left panel of Fig. 2 shows the !0" invari-
ant mass distribution without further cuts except for a three
momentum cutoff of j ~p!j< 500 MeV=c. The dominant
background source is two pion production where one of the
four photons escapes the detection. This probability was
determined by Monte Carlo simulations to be 14%. The
resulting three photon final state is not distinguishable
from the ! ! !0" invariant mass. The central panel of
Fig. 2 shows the invariant mass distribution obtained after
background subtraction. We observe the expected super-
position of decays outside of the nucleus at the nominal
vacuum mass with decays occurring inside the nucleus,
responsible for the shoulder towards lower invariant
masses. The high mass part of the ! mass signal appears
identical for the Nb and LH2 targets, indicating that this
part is dominated by ! meson decays in vacuum. These
decays are eliminated by matching the right hand part of
the Nb invariant mass spectrum to the LH2 data [see
Fig. 2(b)] and by subtracting the two spectra from each
other. For this normalization the integral of the undistorted
spectrum corresponds to 75% of the counts in the Nb
spectrum. This is in good agreement with a theoretical pre-
diction obtained from a transport code calculation [24,29].
There, about 16% of the total decays are predicted to occur
inside the nuclear medium ($> 0:1$0) without any FSI,
and 3% of the events are distorted due to FSI in the mass
range of 0:6 GeV=c2 <M!0" < 0:9 GeV=c2. In addition,
9% of the events are moved towards lower masses due to
the ! decay kinematics. Fig. 2(c) shows the resulting in-
medium signal along with a Voigt fit (Breit-Wigner folded
with Gaussian) to the data. We obtain an ! in-medium

mass of Mmedium ! "722#4
$4%stat&#35

$5 %syst&' MeV=c2. This
corresponds to a lowering of the ! mass by 8% with
respect to the vacuum value at an estimated average nu-
clear density of 0:6$0 in line with the assumptions in [23].
Consistency with a scaling of the ! mass by m ! m0%1$
0:14$=$0& is found [4]. Within this scenario the width is
governed by the experimental resolution of " !
55 MeV=c2 (FWHM). The systematic uncertainty mainly
reflects different assumptions for the subtraction of decays
of the ! mesons in vacuum. The fraction of these decays
was varied within a broad range from 80% to 45%
[Fig. 2(b) and 2(c) correspond to 75%]. The case with
45% corresponds to the upper bound of the systematic
uncertainty (#35 MeV=c2). This extreme scenario would,
however, require an increase of the in-medium width of the
! by almost an order of magnitude.

Furthermore, the dependence of the signal on the !
momentum has been studied. It is expected that only
low-momentum ! mesons (with a corresponding low ve-
locity) decay inside the nucleus and carry information on
the in-medium properties of the ! meson. Figure 3 shows
the !0" invariant mass distribution after background sub-
traction and FSI suppression (T!0 > 150 MeV) for differ-
ent !-momentum bins. A pronounced modification of the
line shape is only observed for ! momenta in the range of
200 MeV=c < j ~p!j< 400 MeV=c. In Fig. 4 the mean
value of the mass distribution is plotted against the three
momentum for the LH2 and the Nb data. This result might
allow the momentum dependence of the !-nucleus poten-
tial to be extracted [24,29].

In summary, we have investigated the in-medium
modifications of ! mesons in photoproduction experi-
ments using the Crystal Barrel/TAPS detector at the
ELSA accelerator facility in Bonn. When comparing data
from a LH2 target with data taken with a Nb target, we find
a pronounced modification of the ! meson mass in the
nuclear medium for ! mesons with momenta less than
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FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Inclusive !0" invariant mass spectra for momenta less than 500 MeV=c. Upper histogram: Nb data, lower
histogram: LH2 target reference measurement. The dashed lines indicate fits to the respective background. (b) !0" invariant mass for
the Nb data (solid histogram) and LH2 data (dashed histogram) after background subtraction. The error bars show statistical
uncertainties only. The solid curve represents the simulated line shape for the LH2 target. (c) In-medium decays of ! mesons along
with a Voigt fit to the data (see text). The vertical line indicates the vacuum ! mass of 782 MeV=c2.
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moving vector mesons, which have a larger probability
to decay inside a target nucleus. In 2002, the primary
proton beam with a typical intensity of 7! 108 Hz was
delivered to one carbon and four copper disk targets,
which were aligned inline along the beam axis. The inter-
action length of each copper target is 0.054%(73 mg=cm2,
0.57% in radiation length), and that of the carbon tar-
get is 0.21%(184 mg=cm2, 0.43% in radiation length).
The tracking system consists of three drift chambers
and gives the momentum resolution of !p=p "!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
#1:37%p$2 % 0:41%2

p
[12].

The mass resolution and mass scale were examined for
the observed peaks of ! ! p"& and K0

S ! "%"& decays.

The observed resolutions and centroids of these resonances
are consistent with the expectations given by a detailed
detector simulation using GEANT4 [13]. The effects caused
by multiple scattering, energy losses, the chamber resolu-
tion, and a misalignment of the tracking devices were
minutely inspected. Please note that the mass spectra pre-
sented in this Letter is not corrected for the mass scale
which is 3:7' 0:8 MeV=c2 lower than the real value at
0:8 GeV=c2 (i.e., ! peak). At the low-mass side of the
resonances, a long tail arises due to the energy loss of
electrons, mainly caused by bremsstrahlung. Such a tail
is estimated to be negligible compared to the excess that
we have been observing. The mass resolutions for ! !
e%e& and # ! e%e& decays are estimated to be 8.0 and
10:7 MeV=c2, respectively. These values are consistent
with the data when we neglected the excess parts of the
mass spectra.

Figure 1 shows the invariant mass spectra of the e%e&

pairs using all of the data taken in 2002. We have required
each track of an e%e& pair to come into each of the two
arms; therefore, the low-mass region of the spectra is
largely suppressed. The invariant mass spectra was fitted
with the combinatorial background and known hadronic
sources: $ ! e%e&, ! ! e%e&, # ! e%e&, % !
e%e&&, and ! ! e%e&"0. The combinatorial background
was evaluated by the event-mixing method. The relativistic
Breit-Wigner distribution was used to obtain the spectral
shapes of resonances. The mass resolution and the detector
effect of our spectrometer were taken into account through
the detector simulation described before. The kinematical
distributions of mesons have been obtained by the nuclear
cascade code JAM [14], which is in a good agreement with
the real data. The relative abundances of these components
were determined by the fitting, except for the ratio of ! !
e%e&"0 to ! ! e%e& decay which was fixed to their
branching ratios, 59=6:95 given by the Particle Data
Group [15]. The fit results are plotted with the solid lines
in Fig. 1 and summarized in Table I. The obtained '2=dof
are 161=140 and 154=140 for the C and Cu targets, re-
spectively. The region from 0.6 to 0:76 GeV=c2 was ex-
cluded from the fit, because the fit including this region
resulted in failure at C.L. 99.9% as listed in Table II [16].

A significant excess can be seen on the low-mass side of
the ! peak, whereas the high-mass tail of the ! can be
reproduced with the expected shapes. The number of ex-
cess was evaluated by subtracting the amplitude for the fit
function from the data, in the range of 0.6 to 0:76 GeV=c2.
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FIG. 1 (color). Invariant mass spectra of e%e& for the (a) C
and (b) Cu targets. The solid lines are the best-fit results, which
is the sum of the known hadronic decays, ! ! e%e& (dashed
line), # ! e%e& (thick dash-dotted line), % ! e%e&& (dash-
dotted line), and ! ! e%e&"0 (dotted line) together with the
combinatorial background (long-dashed line). $ ! e%e& is not
visible (see text).

TABLE I. Signal yields in the acceptance together with '2=dof for the C and Cu targets,
obtained by the fit excluding the mass range of 0.6 to 0:76 GeV=c2. The values for $ are
expressed as an upper limit at 95% C.L.

% Dalitz # ! $ excess '2=dof

C 1012' 112 398' 42 3644' 92 (112) 1461' 131 161=140
Cu 1249' 126 547' 45 3346' 91 (169) 1341' 136 154=140
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combined errors. In this study isotope shifts of deeply
bound pionic 1s states in heavy nuclei are seen for the
first time.

The most serious problem in our analysis is the rela-
tively poor knowledge concerning the neutron distribu-
tion !n!r" in Sn isotopes, whereas the proton distribution
!p!r" is well known [31]. We take the following form
for the difference between the neutron and proton rms
radii, which was derived based on experimental data
of antiprotonic atoms of Sn isotopes [32] as well as of
many other nuclei !rnp # !1:01$ 0:15"!N % Z"=A&
!%0:04$ 0:03" fm. In converting !rnp into the diffuse-
ness parameters (ap; an) and the half-density radii
(cp; cn) in the two-parameter Fermi distribution, we
took halfway between the ‘‘halo’’ type (cp # cn; ap <
an) and the ‘‘skin’’ type (cp < cn; ap # an) [32], in ac-
cordance with a proton elastic scattering result in Pb
isotopes (see Ref. [28]). The adopted parameters
fcp; ap; cn; ang in fm are f5:405; 0:523; 5:473; 0:552g
for 115Sn, f5:442; 0:523; 5:532; 0:560g for 119Sn, and
f5:484; 0:523; 5:594; 0:569g for 123Sn.

The influence of !rnp on the extraction of optical
potential parameters in global fits of pionic atom data

was recently discussed in detail by Friedman and Gal [33]
based on old theoretical values of !rnp [34], which
are considerably different from the empirical ones [32]
we use. These values are supported by a new proton-
scattering result on Sn isotopes [35] and also by new
relativistic Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov calculations [36].
In our view the use, in our analysis, of the experimental
data available now resolves the concerns of Ref. [33] with
regard to our results.

We made simultaneous fitting of B1s and "1s of the
three Sn isotopes together with those of symmetric light
nuclei, leaving b0, b1, ReB0, and ImB0 as free parameters.
Since the 1s binding energy is insensitive to the p-wave
potential, we could safely fix the p-wave parameters to
the known values from pionic atom data [26]. Hereafter,
the units of m%1

# for b0; b1 and of m%4
# for B0 will be

omitted. We chose 16O, 20Ne, and 28Si for which the
nuclear parameters are well known and the condition
!p!r" # !n!r" is clearly fulfilled. Thus, the obtained
values are b0 # %0:0233$ 0:0038, b1 # %0:1149$
0:0074, ReB0 # %0:019$ 0:017, and ImB0 # 0:0472$
0:0013. The errors include both statistical and systematic
uncertainties. In Fig. 2 we show the obtained relations of
fb1; ImB0g mapped on fB1s;"1sg for each Sn isotope. The
intersections of the tilted axes are chosen to the best-fit
values of fb1; ImB0g. We also show likelihood contours in
the plane of fb1; ImB0g in Fig. 3.

The smallness of ReB0 ( % 0:019$ 0:017) supports the
value ( % 0:038$ 0:025) claimed from the requirement
that the effective b0 consists of the free #N value and the
double-scattering term [28]. The combined isoscalar pa-
rameter, b0 & 0:215ReB0 # %0:0274$ 0:0002, is in
good agreement with that obtained in the analysis of
the 205Pb [28]. The imaginary part, ImB0 # 0:0472$
0:0013, is consistent with the global-fit value of 0:055$
0:003 by Batty et al. [26] and Friedman [29,30], consid-
ering that they included the angle-transformation (AT)
term, which causes an appreciable decrease in the width
[27]. In fact, the best-fit value in our analysis with the AT
term included is ImB0 # 0:058$ 0:003. These isoscalar
parameters are in fine agreement with those determined
by using only the 1s states of light symmetric pionic
atoms. The addition of the Sn data consequently yields a
precise value for b1.

Figure 3 also shows how the best-fit values move, if
we choose the halo type (open square) or the skin type
(open diamond) for !n!r" % !p!r". Furthermore, we find
that the possible change of b1, when we allowed an

TABLE I. Observed binding energies (B1s) and widths ("1s) of the 1s #% states in 115;119;123Sn isotopes.

B1s !B1s !MeV" "1s !"1s !MeV"
Isotope (MeV) Stat. Syst. Total (MeV) Stat. Syst. Total
115Sn 3.906 $0:021 $0:012 $0:024 0.441 $0:068 $0:054 $0:087
119Sn 3.820 $0:013 $0:012 $0:018 0.326 $0:047 $0:065 $0:080
123Sn 3.744 $0:013 $0:012 $0:018 0.341 $0:036 $0:063 $0:072

FIG. 2. Experimental values of fB1s;"1sg (elliptic circles for
statistical errors, horizontal and vertical bars for total errors)
for #% in 115;119;123Sn, shown together with theoretical relations
with fb1; ImB0g for each isotope.
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Deeply bound 1s states of !! in 115;119;123Sn were preferentially observed using the Sn"d; 3He# pion-
transfer reaction under the recoil-free condition. The 1s binding energies and widths were precisely
determined and were used to deduce the isovector parameter of the s-wave pion-nucleus potential to be
b1 $ !"0:115% 0:007#m!1

! . The observed enhancement of jb1j over the free !N value (bfree1 =b1 $
0:78% 0:05) indicates a reduction of the chiral order parameter, f&!""#2=f2! ' 0:64, at the normal
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Our work deals with characteristic properties of
strongly interacting bound sytems, hadrons, consisting
of light quarks (u and d). Their masses are nearly 2 orders
of magnitude smaller (mu ' 5 MeV, md ' 8 MeV) than
typical hadron masses of ' 1 GeV. This extraordinary
phenomenon is proposed to be produced by spontaneous
breaking of chiral symmetry for massless quarks subject
to the strong interaction [1–3]. It results in a ground state,
the vacuum state, with a finite expectation value of quark-
antiquark pairs, h !qqqi0 ' !"250 MeV#3 [4]. In such a
scenario the hadrons are considered as quasiparticle ex-
citations of the condensate, h !qqqi, separated by an energy
gap of ' 1 GeV. The lowest energy excitation modes of
the condensate, so-called Nambu-Goldstone bosons, are
identified as pions. Their s-wave interaction with nucle-
ons is predicted to vanish in its isoscalar part, and deter-
mined by the pion decay constant, f2!, in its isovector
part [5,6] which is consistent with recent experimental
values [7,8]. The f2! is also the order parameter of chiral
symmetry breaking and directly connected to the magni-
tude of h !qqqi through the Gell-Mann–Oaks–Renner rela-
tion [4].

We examine this chiral symmetry scenario by implant-
ing a !! in a nuclear medium of density " [9,10], where a
new vacuum state with a reduced condensate, h !qqqi", is
proposed to be created [2]. This is the most basic case of a
large effort to study the density and temperature depen-
dence of the h !qqqi in relativistic heavy-ion collisions.

The density dependence of the quark condensate is
expressed in the leading order by the pion-nucleon #

term (#N ' 45 MeV) in the following form [11]:

h !qqqi"
h !qqqi0

' 1! #N

m2
!f2!

"; (1)

which yields a reduction of about 0.65 for the normal
nuclear density, " $ "0 $ 0:17 fm!3. Likewise, the pion
decay constant in a medium (identified as the time
component of the axial current) is reduced as [12]
f&!""#2=f2! ' 1! $", where the parameter $ is predicted
to be $"0 ' 0:45 from the chiral dynamics [13]. This
reduction of the ratio is associated with the free and the
in-medium isovector !N scattering length (bfree1 and b&1,
respectively) as [14]

R""# $ bfree1

b&1""#
' f&!""#2

f2!
' 1! $": (2)

Our program aims at measuring the isovector !N
interaction parameter in the pion-nucleus potential
[b&1""#] [15] by studying deeply bound 1s states of !!

in heavy N > Z nuclei [16–20]. Such states were pre-
dicted to be produced as discrete states by nuclear reac-
tions [21–25] and to provide unique information on the
s-wave interaction, whereas in most pionic atoms the
repulsive s-wave interaction is nearly counterbalanced
by the attractive p-wave interaction (see, for instance,
Batty et al. [26]). In recent papers we showed that the
density-dependent parameter b&1""# can be well repre-
sented by a constant parameter b1 [27], and developed a
method to deduce the b1 parameter [28]. The data of the
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Deeply bound 1s states of !! in 115;119;123Sn were preferentially observed using the Sn"d; 3He# pion-
transfer reaction under the recoil-free condition. The 1s binding energies and widths were precisely
determined and were used to deduce the isovector parameter of the s-wave pion-nucleus potential to be
b1 $ !"0:115% 0:007#m!1

! . The observed enhancement of jb1j over the free !N value (bfree1 =b1 $
0:78% 0:05) indicates a reduction of the chiral order parameter, f&!""#2=f2! ' 0:64, at the normal
nuclear density, " $ "0.
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of magnitude smaller (mu ' 5 MeV, md ' 8 MeV) than
typical hadron masses of ' 1 GeV. This extraordinary
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tion [4].

We examine this chiral symmetry scenario by implant-
ing a !! in a nuclear medium of density " [9,10], where a
new vacuum state with a reduced condensate, h !qqqi", is
proposed to be created [2]. This is the most basic case of a
large effort to study the density and temperature depen-
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Pionic Atom @ RIBF の特長

･高分解能  400 keV → ~150 keV

･大強度  1010/s → >1012/s

･入射ビームのエネルギーの
不定性が乗らない
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Pionic Atom は、興味深い結果をもたらしたが、
他のハドロンについては、どのような将来計画が

あるのか？
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(e,e’p) -- JLab

J-PARC では...
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Figure 8: Close view of the experimental setup around the target [35]. The
target is surrounded by the cylindrical drift chamber (CDC), the cylindrical
detector hodoscope (CDH), and the solenoid magnet.
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標的周辺の検出器群

E15: DeepK 探索実験
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○ 素過程p(π-,n)η の反応を用い
て 核内N(1535)の分光を目指す
○ 0 度、qの小さい所での測定
が可能 

○  TOF による Missing Mass 測
定と、Decay Counter による 

Invariant Mass の同時測定

J-PARC  L-24

η  ⇔ N*-hole モードの
レベル交差？

N* は核子のカイラルパートナー？
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Figures
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(a) Chiral unitary model
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Figure 1: Calculated η mesic nuclei formation cross sections for the chiral
unitary model(left) and the chiral doublet model(right) [29]. The left side is
the bound region.
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永廣、慈道、比連崎等

In-medium N*(1535) 
Spectroscopy
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• BK は主に 2pi, 3pi 生成

・十分、Chiral Unitary,  

Chiral Doublet モデルを
弁別出来そう
・N*→pπ (470 MeV/c)の
Decay mode をタグする
とBK の抑制も期待
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まとめ
•媒質中のハドロン分光実験は、大き
く二分される。
　　　１、非定常状態
　　　２、束縛状態
２は、量子状態まで決定出来るという
所から、不定性が小さい点で有利
•Pionic Atom は、RIBF での高精度測定
が可能
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•測定は、不変質量法と、欠損質量法の
二種があるが、両方同時計測を目指す
実験が準備中。
　      欠損質量法　＋　強力なタグ
•核内ハドロン分光実験は、カイラル対
称性をキーワードに、様々なデータを
集め（ようとし）ている。
全体を統一的に理解するために、まず
何が必要かの議論は必要であろう。


